BRICKS - RWB
Q U I LT S I Z E I S A P PR OX I MA T E LY 60 X 78
Q U I LT B LOC K S IZ E I S 9 I NC HE S (9.5 W I T H

SE AM A LLOW A NC E S )

Q UILT N O TES :
1. You could use just 3 fabrics but I make all my quilts scrappy so I’d use many reds, blues, and my
“whites” would include creams, tans, and beige fabrics.
2. I don’t usually provide fabric estimates because my quilts are scrappy and THESE NUMBERS ARE
UNTESTED but I’m providing them from EQ7 as a guideline only. They assume your borders are
pieced rather than length of fabric and if you are cutting with the Accuquilt GO, your fabric
requirements would be more.
• 2 and ½ yards of Blue plus ½ yard for binding = 3 yards total
•

1 and ¼ yards of Red

•

1 and ½ yards of White
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B LOCKS – M AKE 35
Cut squares 3.5 inches
Cut bricks 3.5 x 6.5 inches
Layout and assemble blocks as shown below.

Blocks are set 5 across and 7 rows down and you’ll flip them into position to create the diagonal rows of color.
Continue to add rows and refer to drawing on page one to ensure blocks are rotated correctly.
As you’re placing the blocks, the more similar your fabrics are where your red and blue squares come
together, the more you’ll maintain the look of bricks but I wouldn’t stress too much about it.

B ORD ERS
Borders are assembled as follows
1. Cut blue border strips 3.5 inches
2. Cut white border strips 2 inches
3. Sew a white border strip between two blue border strips and repeat for all 4 sides.
Ideally if your piecing was perfect, you’d need borders the lengths below
Side borders would need to be 70.5
Top and Bottom borders would need to be 52.5
I like to add several inches to the ideal and then measure and trim my borders to my actual quilt before
adding them.
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Although it appears in the drawing on the first page that there are cornerstones, the borders are sewn
in a single length.
The first border will have a partial seam that will be completed after the final border is sewn.
I sewed my borders in the following order.
Top, Right, Bottom, Left
Normally I sew with my border on top but for the first border, I needed to sew from the right side of
the quilt to the left side leaving about 10 inches from the left edge unsewn so for just this one border, I
sewed with the border strip on the bottom.
Sew the remaining borders in the order listed above and after the left border is on, finish sewing the
top border across the remainder of the quilt including the left border.
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